Identify, control, and understand all enterprise data, in place.

Insight and Action
Drive value from your company’s
rapidly growing data and eliminate
hidden risks that are growing along
with it. Rational Governance
provides a complete solution to
understand, manage and control
unstructured data in place and in
real-time, with integrated machine
learning to amplify your insight and
control to enterprise scale.

Benefits of Rational Governance
In-place Data Management

Low Impact

Rational Governance brings visibility to
unstructured documents where they
are being created and where people
are used to working, so you can
automatically apply classifications to
information as soon as it’s created.

Every element of our technology is
purpose-built to be as lightweight as
possible. Unlike other in-place data
management tools, our design starts
with enabling the needs of the
business instead of blocking them.

Engage With Your Data

Immediate ROI

Unstructured data comprises as much
as 80% of all data stored within an
enterprise. Gain insight into difficultto-address, unstructured content and
a more holistic view of the enterprise.

A surplus of ESI can easily drive up cost
of storage and raise the cost and risk of
eDiscovery and regulatory compliance.
The ROI from our complete information
governance solution is immediate and
its value will only grow from there. Take
control of your enterprise data.

Use Cases
Cost-Effective & Efficient
eDiscovery Response

Data Health Check &
Data Legacy Clean Up

Records Management and
Regulatory Compliance

RG was engineered to balance low
disruption, high efficiency and high
defensibility. Immediately assess your
data universe from one central interface
to search, analyze, preserve and collect
key data to a review repository.

The best cure for fear and uncertainty is
real insight into your data. Identify what
needs to be retained or deleted.
Optimize your storage to save on hard
costs while reducing potential risk down
the road.

RG automatically recognizes complex
data categories and specifies exactly
what should happen to those records in a
consistent, documented, and highly
defensible way. Ensure compliance with
applicable regulations and train the
system to recognize potential offenses to
proactively avoid compliance violations.

Internal Investigations &
Audits

Information Security

Data Privacy Protection

Stop selecting which matters to
investigate. RG removes any cost barrier
as data can be searched, analyzed and
interrogated as many times as needed
without incurring additional fees or
utilizing internal IT resources.

Recognize sensitive corporate information
the moment it’s created and reduce the
risk of harmful data breaches by
proactively moving sensitive information
out of high-risk areas into more secure
locations.

Not ensuring data privacy can be a
costly mistake. RG documents personal
data as an ongoing business function
from the moment it’s created, to
ensure compliance with a growing
network of international regulations.
Ensure GDPR compliance and DSAR
response automation without the need
to outsource.
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Product Features
Visualizations

When you have massive amounts of data, sometimes you don’t know what questions to ask. You want to explore data,
not run static searches. With Rational Governance, you can analyze data in interactive visualizations to iteratively drill
down, refine, and act.

Dynamic Searching

We've turned static searching into a conversation with your data. Use regular expression pattern matching, special
text operators, metadata recognition, and machine learning output to automatically assign classifications to
unstructured content as it’s created and as it evolves.

Advanced Analytics

Apply tightly integrated machine learning and other artificial intelligence tools to discover data that conventional
searches may not be able to identify. Our AI set learns from your experts and applies their decision-making process
across hundreds of TBs of data without ever losing productivity, consistency, or auditability – it’s the team member
you’ve been missing.

Policy Engine

Many file analysis tools simply stop at analysis. In business, having intelligence is not enough; you need to act on it, and
you need to do it fast. Rational Governance features a powerful policy engine that allows you to enforce the lifecycle of
all managed data automatically. RG policies can take the following actions on documents:
Preserve & Hold – Keep documents that need to be kept, without creating copies
Collect & Export – Effect a forensically sound collection of relevant ESI and export to a specified location
Retain & Delete – Create retention policies in line with your governance strategies, including defensible deletion
Move & Copy – Ensure that documents are stored in their correct locations
Monitor & Alert – Monitor employee data and receive alerts for any content-related event

Integration With Rational Review

Seamlessly collect data directly from Rational Governance into Rational Review, our proprietary eDiscovery platform, so
that in-house or outside counsel can perform further analysis, review documents, and produce data to third parties.

Supported Data Sources
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